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Abstract
Another You is an animated 2D graduate thesis film. The entire film, including the
credits, is 4 minutes 45 seconds long. The production phase went from September 2018
to May 2019.

This story is about a housewife who tries to escape from her daily life. Her escape takes
place at the dinner table. The housewife has been busy with cooking and serving her
family, but no one really cares about her, which makes her very angry and she abruptly
leaves the table and everyone is shocked. She runs upstairs and to a hallway with many
doors and moves from one door to the next, opening each and seeing scenes from her
dreary life. At one point, she notices other doors across the hallway. Behind these doors,
she sees herself in other lives and taking roads that she has missed taking in her own life.
As she follows her fantasy selves through many different life possibilities, she is
confronted by one of her fantasy selves, who leaves her alone. As her fantasy ends and
she finds herself at the dinner. Everyone in her family begins to pay attention to her,
showing her finally that they really do care for her.

Another You is a 2D animation that was made using many software programs, including
Adobe Photoshop, After Effects, Premiere, and TVPaint Animation. The final output
format was 1080HD with a high-quality stereophonic track.
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Introduction
Another You is a warm story that takes place around a dinner table. There were five
characters: mother, father, son, daughter, and grandma. Mother was the main character
who wants to escape from her family because she was getting bored with housework.
Furthermore, she felt like none of her family care about her. She was eager to have her
own life and trapped in a parallel world. In this world, she saw different possibilities of
life.
I wanted to tell this story to recall the woman's self-consciousness. I've learned a lot from
my mother's life experience. After I went abroad for further study, I didn't have much
time at home. However, every time I went home, I would see my mother was busy with
her work and family. She didn't have much time to take care of herself. As a woman, I am
also aware of the challenges that female identity is about to face in society. Especially
when a woman chooses marriage and has children, she will start to work hard to balance
the career and family. I suddenly felt that I was standing at the crossroads of life. One
day, my life would be completely different because of some of my decisions. I began to
think about what if the parallel universe exists? Whenever I make different decisions,
maybe different worlds will appear many different to me at the same time. They have a
completely different life! So, I began to think about making an animated short film about
women, family relationships, and self-pursuit. I believe this may have some implications
for my future life.
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Review of Research
Idea Development
Developing a good idea for an animation is not that easy. When I was preparing my
thesis proposal, a lot of ideas came into my mind. I had to pick one which touched me
most.
First of all, I decided to tell a story about a family. Because I think “family” is a topic that
everyone can connect with. In the early stages of the development, I mainly wanted to
talk about boundaries in intimate relationships. The whole story takes place around a
dinner table, after the mother of a family has done so much work preparing a meal, and
when she sits down at the table and wants to have a talk with her family, everyone has
their own troubles and distractions and does not pay attention to her. The mother feels
isolated and lonely. However, I changed the theme of the story after I read the book, To
Room Nineteen, which reveals a woman’s obstacles and confusion as a housewife. This
novel inspired me with my new theme: female consciousness awakens. The story would
still take place at the dinner table and I would mainly focus on the mother’s loneliness
and rebellion as a wife and mother by depicting her inner world to show that she was
tired of being a good mom or wife, and emptiness of those roles. The mother secretly
desired to experience different possible lives, so after she pulls herself away from the
dinner table, she steps into a fantasy world. She admires the many other selves that could
have been her in her parallel, fantasy lives. This part was really attractive to me and
caused me to bravely change a lot of my former story. However, I still needed to figure
out how to present the mother’s inner world and alternate lives. It was difficult. After I
did a lot of research and watched many films, I decided to use different doors to present
7

the different worlds of the mother’s imagination. She just needed to pass through those
doors to witness herself as wife and mother in the present and then also chase her fantasy
selves behind other doors. It was almost like a Zoetrope with doors.
How to end this story was a big problem for me. I needed to stop the mother from
chasing her fantasy selves. I didn’t want to change the mother’s destiny, which would be
for her to be back with her family. So, the story came to a moment when she meets one of
her fantasy selves face to face. This encounter surprises and causes her to wake from her
fantasy and she is back at the dinner table. At this moment her family worries about her
and pays attention to her, showing that they really do care about her. The story is not a
cliché happy or sad story. It’s all about life’s decisions. The mother has to give up so
much to have the love of her family feels for her.

Pre-Visualizing Style
When mentioning the pre-visual style, I have to talk about my story again. I believe
different art styles serves different stories. I wanted to use more saturated colors in my
film. Because the theme is about “family”, warm colors became the main tone in my film,
even though there are some scenes that had sadness and despair. The story takes place at
a dinner table, so I looked at films about meals. I also did a lot research on some scenes
that were similar to what I wanted. Besides, I needed to convey feelings from characters’
inner thoughts, and I had to figure out how to present a character’s thoughts through the
imagery. Luckily, I did find some very excellent animations online which I could learn
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from, such as Thermostat 6 (Maya Av-Ron, Mylène Cominotti, Marion Coudert, And
Sixtine Dano, 2018).

Figure 1-2: Dinner Time in the film Thermostat 6.

This film also happens at the dinner table. The camera angles and color palettes became
great references for my film. In addition, short sequences from special effects exercises
from Gobelins also greatly inspired me. The design of the mysterious hallway and the
scene transitions helped for both pre-production and post-production.
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Figure 3-4: Escape scene in the film Sequences FX GOBELINS
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Pre-Production
Inspiration Collection
Pre-production is the hardest part of the animation process, but also the funniest part to me.
Doing an animation is like cooking a dish. Because I already had my own recipe (i.e., the
story), what I then needed to do was to prepare ingredients and make them ready for
cooking. For me, collecting inspirations, doing the storyboard and concept design are like
buying, cleaning and chopping ingredients.
Usually, collecting some design ideas result in generating more inspirations. There were
two ways I liked to gather ideas. I often used Pinterest, which I found to be a smart website.
I was able to search lots of good works that were relevant to my idea. I would note anything
I liked and reorganized these into different folders, such as “character design”, “layout”
and “background design”. By doing this, I could figure out what kind of visual effects that
I might want. Secondly, I was taking art class online, called named Painting with Light and
Color with Dice Tsutsumi and Robert Kondo. This was a really helpful class because I’ve
learned a lot about how to create different atmospheres in animation using colors and
shadows.
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Figure5-6: Study from Pinterest and Schoolism

Following this, I thought I was ready to try some simple doodles. I’m used to drawing some
shots in my mind, even though I wasn’t doing the final storyboard. I’d draw some scenes
that were most interesting to me, like when the mother was peeking into the fantasy worlds
behind the upstairs doors. I finished drafts of some shots at first. But, later on, they might
not have been what I wanted, so I went back to search for more pictures about hallways
and tried to create a more mysterious atmosphere. In the end, I created a picture which was
close to the style I wanted to create in my film. However, I knew it was too early to
celebrate. Everything was just starting. There were tons of work waiting for me.
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Figure7-8: Early visual development for Another You

Storyboard
Even though my story was set, I continued to figure out which images to present in my film
I kept working on and refining my storyboard for a full semester. I knew a clear storyboard
would create a more predictable and smooth production process.
I want to share some of the significant changes on my storyboard. First of all, I used a lot
of montage in my story. When the housewife was having dinner with her family, she
experienced flashbacks that emerged in her head and would drive her crazy. I spoke with
Stephanie several times about the shots, and I then realized that I needed to make my film
more profound. Most of shots were too plain and uninteresting. Stephanie even thought it
could be filmed as a live action film. During that time, I really struggled with my storyboard.
How could I make the shots be more interesting and take advantage of the animation art
form? Finally, I decided to exaggerate the looks of the family characters at the dinner table
so they would represent the housewife’s point of view. For example, I exaggerated the
grandma, making her look like a skeleton, and the little boy like a devil. The exaggerations
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of her family as they are shown around the dinner table reveal the housewife’s thoughts
and mirrors her annoyance with her family. Everyone had to look more horrible.
I also changed the ending of the film. The former ending in the storyboard was that two
women, the mother and the other ‘self’ that the mother could have been, are arguing about
who had a better life. There would be lots of dialogue between them. This was a crisis for
this film. Peter told me that I should focus on the main conflict between them. I started to
think about whether it was necessary to have the dialogue. Maybe not. What I wanted to
express is that the housewife was lost in her daily life, and she admired the other self’s life
that easier and free from family and all the chores of being a housewife. When the two
women met, the housewife would then be too surprised to say anything. They just needed
to stare at each other in a deep way. I believed that the audience would understand what
the two women were thinking about. Finally, I had the ending I wanted. The transition away
from the two women would be that the housewife was back at the dinner table, which meant
that neither her life or her other possible lives were good or bad, only dwelling on her other
possible destinies made life hard.
The storyboard had to express not only the events of the story, but also consider camera
angles, staging and continuity between shots. Sometimes, some tiny mistakes would lead
to an unreadable storyboard. I had to deal with it very carefully. For example, when in a
shot the housewife is serving her family, she was at the left corner of the frame, then
suddenly she appeared at the right side. I didn’t realize it until Peter pointed this out to me.
In order to solve this problem, I designed it so that she would actually walk from the left
to right side. Lots of problems like this occurred in the scenes and I had to redraw and fix
problems. I didn’t want anyone to misunderstand my story.
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Animatic
The animatic is a unique process for me before production. And, it’s very different from a
storyboard. In my opinion, the biggest difference is timing. Because there were lots of
elements controlled by timing, such as the characters’ key poses, scene transitions and
camera movements.
I used to do storyboard with Storyboard Pro and Harmony software. The best advantage of
this software for me is that it can put the still images into a timeline. By doing this, I can
see how the story directly unfolds. The first time I exported my animatic, I thought
everything was going well. However, some of my classmates said it was too fast. I just
noticed that the whole animatic only lasted for 2:45 minutes. “You need to add more key
poses,” Stephanie told me.
When I finished most of the key poses, I started to realize that my film was much longer
than 2:45 minutes. Then, some professors even told me that they couldn’t tell what the
character was doing because of the fast-cut shots. I had to change it again and again. I never
knew what the film’s perfect timing was until I watched it over and over again. The
animatic always demands more details than the storyboard.
With the key pose problems solved, I now needed to do the ‘chase’ part of the story
where the housewife chases after her alter egos door by door. This was the climax scene
in my story. I never considered how to do the scene transitions before the animatic. After
I researched a lot of films, I decided to use a camera pan, rather than a cut, which I
thought would better connect the characters. Michael Rabiger describes this use of a pan
in his book, A Director’s Screen Grammar:
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“A pan connects the two subjects spatially in a way that two juxtaposed shots cannot.
Pans also simply follow a subject moving horizontally over time and terrain.” (A
Director’s Screen Grammar by Michael Rabiger, p 155).
I felt sure that the pan camera would be a perfect way to present the alter ego characters
in their different settings. The camera was kept moving until the mother stopped running
after them, which also made it the hardest part for doing the timing. Everything was
moving together in those scenes. I have to say that I didn’t fix this problem until I
finished the animation part.

Character Design
Before I started to do the character design, there were already some interesting characters
in my mind. I began the design with the mother because she had the most important role in
the film.
At the very beginning, I assumed this story took place in the 1970s. The mother had to be
designed as a woman with vintage style. I searched images online and sketched them out
to see if I could get any inspiration. What’s more, the mother needed to have two different
versions of herself, the housewife and the alter ego career woman.

So, they had to be

very different in their costuming and their personalities. The following are some drawings
I did based on my research.
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Figure9-10: Early sketches of housewife and the career woman

However, I realized these character designs were not appropriate for me and I got rid of
them and started all over again. I have my own ways of designing a character. Firstly, she
must have a solid personality, like the mother is a caring, considerate woman. But the other
design would convey an independent career woman with confidence and ambition.
Secondly, her design should keep simple lines and volumes so that it can be animated easily.
And lastly, she should be “interesting” enough, which means she should be more organic.
“Good design is a continuing process of simplification and communication. Inanimate
objects may be’ organic’ in the sense that animation brings them to life, but the
meaning of the word differs when used in a design sense. Organic designs have shapes
that flow into one another. They are not simply stuck together like a snowman.
Remember that your designs describe a volume, not merely the outline of a shape.
Think in the third dimension, not in line. Design the whole character, not a series of
discrete components.” (Prepare to Board! Creating Story and Characters for
Animation Features and Shots by Nancy Beiman, p. 75)
After many, many drafts, I came up with two versions of the housewife, one with a short
haircut, and the other one with curly hair. I also changed some of her costumes. Finally, I
decided to use the second one as my final version. Based on this character, I then designed
the career lady. Because she has to show up in different scenarios, she has to wear different
clothing, especially since she becomes more confident and elegant. So, when I sketched
her, I spent more time on her poses and her costume details. For example, she wears
17

earrings and high heels. I drew some props for her so that she would look like a
sophisticated lady.
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Figure11-13: Final design for housewife and career woman

When I finished the main character design, I started with the designs of the other family
members. It didn’t take me a very long time, because when I was doing the animatic part,
everyone’s face and expressions appeared in my head. I only made two versions of the
family members. The first one in line with the former mother design, and the second one
as the final version. I just did some tiny changes with the family characters. In order to
present their personalities, I drew them in different shapes and colors. Like the father is a
strong and hefty man who would take up the biggest space. I didn’t want to present his
facial expression, so I simplified the face and gave him only a pair of eyeglasses. I wanted
to present to the audience that the father is a bored and lazy man with a ‘poker face’. I also
had to make sure that the family characters had a family resemblance. For instance, the
daughter’s face and haircut are similar to her mother’s. The little son looks like his father
and has no hair. Apart from ‘the normal family design’, I designed an ‘abnormal version’
of the family, where the family members change to monsters in the mother’s eyes. In my
mind, the father should look like a stone to show he is a bored and uncaring man. The little
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son looks like a little devil to present that he is naughty. The daughter turns into a sticky,
gum-like figure because she always gets her eyes stuck to her cell phone. The grandma
shows she is very old by becoming a skeleton. I was trying to make them look ridiculous
and weird. (See Figures 14-16 below)
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Figure14-16: Designs of family normal, and abnormal in the mother’s eyes

Character design is the most attractive part for me. I enjoy doing the family designs to bring
my characters to life. Time was limited for me to do more research and experiment with
designs, so I needed to move on to the next step.

Environment Design
As my film required, I had over forty scenes that needed to be designed. It took me several
months to finish them. There were so many elements I had to consider, such as layout, art
direction, and so on.
First of all, layout is the key part for pre-production. It should be considered before the
storyboard because staging, camera angle and every shot design are all based on layout. I
spent a lot of time researching the layout of the dining room. It’s a main setting for this
film. For the opening shot, all the family were in one shot. I had many things to consider
for this setting, like: the design of the dinner table and its location, the distance between
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the table and kitchen, how big the living room is, and more. All of these things I had to
deal with and then solve step by step.
Secondly, I needed to define the art direction of my film. On the one hand, I have to think
about the theme of my film. This film deals with the seriousness of a woman’s life choices.
Some scenes would be dark and despairing. But other scenes would be happy and hopeful.
I decided to use high color saturation in presenting this film so that the audience wouldn’t
feel depressed. On the other hand, the era of the story was also important. I wanted the
family to be a 1970s typical American family. After a discussion with Stephanie, I decided
to give up the idea of what era the family lived in. It’s easier for me to design a modern
family, as well as the sets in the house.
Thirdly, color also played an important role in environment design. I was trying to use
warm and cold colors to create different moods and tones. For example, I tried two different
versions of the background of the first shot. Because I wanted to create a sweet and warm
atmosphere I chose my first design as my final background.
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Figure17-18: Designs for kitchen.

In addition, different color represents different meanings. For example, red means
dangerous or bloody for most people. Blue creates calm and a sense of mystery. I tried
different colors for the hallway design. As the pictures below show, I decided to use red to
render the weird and strange hallway atmosphere in the end.

Figure19-20:Designs for hallway

Last but not the least, I knew I had to add details to these backgrounds to help an audience
fully connect with the scene. Nancy Beiman mentions how important setting can be in
affecting an audience in her book, Prepare to Board! Creating Story and Characters for
23

Animated Features and Shorts:
“Animated characters depend on the audiences’ suspension of disbelief to be accepted
as real. A good setting can go a long way toward eliminating that disbelief and make
the viewer accept animated drawings as living beings with the past.” (Beiman, p.107)
In order to make the story more believable, I designed many details in different
backgrounds. Such as for one shot that shows the mother cleaning the room, I drew a lot
of toys and disordered things to present the idea that it is a child’s room.

Figure21: Design for child’s room.
“Your opening shots are like the opening sentences of a short story. They introduce
your characters and setting and establish the viewer’s interest in their situation.”
(Beiman, p. 107)
I didn’t want to lose this chance to make a well-constructed opening, so I tried my best to
make every scene meaningfully designed.

Sound Effects
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I finished all the pre-production processes in the middle of December 2018. Time was
limited for me. I was eager to move on to the production. However, Jake Zhang told me I
needed to add the soundtrack for my story. A scratch music track might not only help me
refine my animatic, but also provide a demo for my composer and sound designer. So, I
stopped all the current tasks I was engaged in and started to find music and sound. I simply
used two different kinds of music to mark the mood of this animation. The first part was
stressful and blue. The next part was happy and hopeful. How to make two opposite
emotions in one music was the biggest problem for my composer. Unfortunately, I didn’t
have any composer or sound designer until the following February, when I attended the
SOFA Artists Call Meeting to meet a potential composer for the project. I also found some
online sound effects for the animatic. With the addition of the sound, I made little
adjustments on some shots. The addition of a musical track did actually bring some benefits
to the story line.
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Production
Introduction to Production
The production process was the most important and difficult part of the animation, and
meant that I needed to be in charge of everything happening in the film. There would be
five parts in the production phase: acting, animation, line-cleanup, coloring and
improvement. It’s usually teamwork, but in this work, I had to do everything by myself.
The most challenging part was the animation. There were many actions in the film,
including running and chasing. I’m not good at dynamic actions at all. I needed to learn
and feel the actions while I was drawing. I also had some technical problems, such as how
to color those shots in a convenient way. Time waits for no one, and I had started my
production process with doubts and problems.

Acting
I used to do animation using my imagination, but the animation was pretty normal and not
so challenging. In this film, I was trying to exaggerate the action as much as possible,
because I think that exaggeration is the biggest difference between live action and
animation. However, as time went by, I realized there were some characters that I just could
not bring to life. They looked like marionettes and did just whatever I wanted them to do.
At that time, Walt Disney’s words came into my mind:
“This is a very important thing. There are so many people starting in on this, and they
might go hay-wire if they don’t know how to use this live action in animating.” (The
Illusion of Life: Disney Animation by Frank Thomas, p. 319)
In order to make my characters really come to life, I had to learn how to take advantage of
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live action.
Before I started animating, I shot several reference shots. These reference shots allowed
me to study motion and brought a lot of advantages to my animation.
Firstly, live action showed me more subtle body language.
“As resource material, it gave an overall idea of a character, with gesture and
attitudes, an idea that could be caricatured. As a model for the figure in movement, it
could be studied frame by frame to reveal the intricacies of a living form’s actions.”
(The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation by Frank Thomas, p. 321)
For example, in the recording of myself as the independent woman character in the film
toasting a crowd with a drink in my hand, I found a lot of subtle gestures in that action.
Like when I grabbed the goblet, I held it first instead of raising the goblet immediately into
the air. Then, I also held it for a while before I drank the champagne. I assumed these
gestures to be subconscious. I wouldn’t have noticed these subtleties had I not recorded
these action sequences and studied them.

Figure22-26: Performance for animation.

Secondly, live action inspired me on how to build a convincing character. When I was
acting the scene where the grandma is drinking soup, I realized I need to tremble my hand
while holding the spoon. I hoped this action would make the audience feel she is too old to
eat by herself. I would have never known an old woman’s behaviors if I hadn’t acted as the
grandma. Acting not only helped me feel and become the character I want to present, but
also gave me a good animation reference.
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Figure27-28: Performance for animation.

However, every coin has two sides. Live action also brought me some troubles. First of all,
I have to admit that I’m not good at acting and it might then lead to a boring animation.
Sometimes my performance was too stiff and unprofessional. It couldn’t help me with my
animation. Then, there were some limitations on the live action. When I was copying the
human action to create the character animation, the result looked very strange. Even though
the moves appeared real enough, the figure lost the illusion of life.
In the end, I learned the experience from the early Walt Disney Studio.
“Not until we realized that photographs must be redrawn in animatable shapes (our
proven tools of communicating) were we able to transfer this knowledge to cartoon
animation. It was not the photographed action of an actor’s swelling cheek that
mattered. It was the animated cheek in our drawings that had to communicate. Our
job was to make the cartoon figure go through the same movements as the live actor
with the same timing and the same staging. But, because animatable shapes called for
a difference in proportions, the figure and its model could not do things in exactly the
same way. The actors’ movements had to be reinterpreted in the world of our designs
and shapes and forms.” (The Illusion of Life, p. 323)
I took advice from the former master’s experiences. I just used the photo stills as reference
in making my own statement of what should be in the scene rather than directly copying
sequences.
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All in all, acting was an important part for the production process. With these references, I
was able to step into the animation part.

Animation
After preparing so many ingredients, now it’s time to “cook”! First of all, I needed to
consider which software would be the most convenient and efficient for me. I was trying
to use After Effects to do my animation at the very beginning. But, I realized that I could
not create vivid animation in this software because I’m not very familiar with rigging
characters in After Effects. Then, I decided to use TVPaint to do my animation.
The first thing I needed to do was finish all the key poses. Compared with straight ahead
animation, I prefer to use key poses to do my animation. Just as Thomas’ book mentions:
“Here, the animator plans his action, figures out just which drawings will be needed
to animate the business, makes the drawings, relating them to each other in size and
action, and gives the scene to his assistant to draw the in-betweens.” (The Illusion of
Life, p. 56)
When I finished all the key poses, I showed my animation to Stephanie. She pointed out
some problems. For example, some of the actions lost their connections moving between
two shots. The characters’ movements should have a sense of continuity. It’s a very
important rule in animation that I always forgot.
I improved the key poses, then I started the in-between process. When I was doing the inbetween, I always felt like my character didn’t have a dynamic movement. Now I realized
I didn’t pay much attention to break-downs. I should have added more break-downs in keyposes which could have brought more details to the performances. It’s a little regret I have
in this film.
During the animation process, the most interesting animation part for me was
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metamorphosis. There was a scene where every family member turns into a monster in the
mother’s mind. I really enjoyed making the metamorphosis. But then I encountered some
difficulties. The characters were shapeshifting while eating. I did the animation in two steps.
The first step I made the animation of eating. So, they could have a continuity of
performance. The next step, I added in-betweens between key poses. So that each family
member could change into a monster. By doing these steps separately, it was easy to
animate the metamorphosis shots.

Line-Clean and Coloring
When I finished all the animation, it was almost March. I had only two months left to
complete the film! Time was limited and I had so many things to do, which meant I had to
do line-cleanup, coloring and the shadows in two months.
I started to clean the lines as soon as was possible. Because my art style required no line, I
thought I didn’t need to spend a lot of time on cleaning lines at first. I did a test shot first.
Then, I realized I should pay more attention to lines because the quality of lines decided
the quality of colors. If the line was rough, the edge of the color can be really rough and
incomplete.
So, I cleaned every shot carefully. Then, I would color each shot and then test it to see if it
was okay with the colors. I colored while I was cleaning lines. I needed to do shots back
and forth to test if they were in the best quality.
The good thing was it’s really efficient to work in the professional version of TVPaint. I
studied some tutorials online about coloring in TVPaint. I created some color palettes so
that I could easily choose which colors I needed when I was coloring. By doing that,
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coloring could be easily and quickly done. To my surprise, it took only one month to do
the line-cleaning and coloring.
Then I moved on to do shadows. I did most of shadows in TVPaint, which can cast shadows
without drawing. The pro was that it was time-saving. The con was that I could only do it
as silhouette. I think it was ok with silhouette shadows because most of my shots were in
backlight. As for the other light directions, I could slightly change the direction of shadows
or modify the edges and transparency. It wasn’t a big deal for me generally. Except for
some special shots, I would draw the line shadows and fill in the color of the shadow.
Anyway, this process saved me a lot of time in production.

Improvement
The production process was going better than I expected. I found I had a month to improve
my film. And there were three problems I needed to resolve.
The first problem was the story. When the woman was chasing other self, I showed a lot
of scenes about how a different life might be. I felt it’s not enough to show how she was
simply working or doing exercise for the plot. I wanted to exaggerate the contrast between
the two lives. I made three more scenes as a solution. The one was when she and her friend
are enjoying the sunshine on a beach. In another scene, she is leading a business meeting.
The last one is when she was receiving an award for her outstanding work. Due to lack of
time, I only animated them in After Effects by moving the camera and the character’s hand.
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Figure29-31: Three images for improvement

The second problem was the flaws between characters and props. For example, the mother
was holding a pot in the first three shots. Sometimes the pot was on the table, sometimes it
was in her hands. There were so many details to be aware of, and because I made them in
different layers, I had to pay very careful attention to the composition in layers. I created a
cover layer to hide some parts which shouldn’t be seen. In some cases, I just erased those
parts I didn’t need. Even though these seem like tiny problems, they influenced the quality
of the film.
Last, but not the least, there were problems about details. Some close-up shots needed to
have lines recleaned and colors refilled. Because everything is so visible in close up shots,
I spent three days fixing small, but noticeable details.
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Post-Production
Compositing
Finally, I could move to the post- production process. I realized I still had lots of work to
do, such as special effects, camera movements and color correction.
At the beginning, I had no idea where I needed to have special effects in my film. Only
when I finished all the shots, I figured out how many shots I needed to bring into After
Effects for special effects. One effect was the smoke effect in the cooking shot. I prefer to
do these kinds of special effects in After Effects rather than draw them frame by frame in
TVPaint. I studied some good effects tutorials on Youtube, which were easy to learn. I was
quite satisfied with the final effects. For effects in transitions I did some liquid and
‘dizziness’ effects. When the mother finds that she is lost in the hallway, a huge change
happens in the environment and it was important to put some special effects in those shots
to create a mysterious atmosphere.

Figure32-33: Scenes from Another You

I also did some lighting effects in the movie. Such as when the family was having dinner,
I cast a yellow light to show it’s a warm atmosphere. In some shots I added some flashlights
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to mimic the camera lights. What’s more, when the mother was in the void-like, blank
environment, I did a ‘shine glow’ on her outline, which indicated she was in a dream.

Most of the camera movements I did in After Effects. I could create camera shaking and
pan and zoom effects easily. And I could control the speed of the camera, too.

For a lot

of effects, I used After Effects, which was really convenient.

I had never done color correction in After Effects. I wanted to try something new this time,
so I did some color adjustments. In order to have a better picture variety, I made some shots
cooler and some warmer.
Another important task was doing the credits. I wanted to add some bonus scenes to show
the good things in the mother’s life with her family after she woke from her musings on a
better life. So, I drew a several illustrations as backgrounds for the credits, and made the
ending of the film more interesting to the audience.

Music and Sound
Working with a composer was not easy. I didn’t have any composer until the end of
February. Luckily, I found a composer from Eastman School of Music at the Artists Call
Meeting. I sent an email to him to ask if he was interested in my film, and he said yes.
However, he was not a person who replied to my emails in a timely way. Sometimes, when
I sent him my updated animation, he replied after two weeks. I was so nervous about his
efficiency. The worse thing was he never sent me any demo. So, I contacted another
composer, Yunshi Huang whom I had worked with on another film previously. Even
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though she hardly had enough time to compose for me, she promised she would do me a
favor. I was so appreciative for her help. She produced a beautiful film score that really
worked with my film. She is a talented composer, especially since I did not give her any
reference music because I did not want to influence her creatively. It turned out to be a
smart decision. The music is unique and so connected to the story and emotion of the film.

About the sound design, I worked with two students form Ithaca College. They were
talented too. I told them which parts needed particular kinds of sounds. They always
understood and created what I envisioned. At the end of April, when I received the music
from Yunshi, I sent the sound designers the music. They helped me with the sound mix.
I always believe some work should be left to the professionals. Their professional sound
design and the beautiful music made my film complete and successful.

Editing
After I received the soundtrack back after the mix, I started to edit my film. I exported my
shots one by one and named them in an organized manner. First of all, I edited the shots
onto the timeline. Secondly, I downloaded the SOFA bumper. I had to check that it was
the right format because there was a new screening policy in place regarding format.
Thirdly, I edited in the title and ending credits sections in Premiere. It was an exhausting
process since the animation needed to be reviewed many times. I remember I rendered the
work five times. In the end, I had a fine edit.
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Critiques and Response
In my mind, the screening was a big success. The quality of film and sound was great. I
was so appreciative that my parents could come to the screening. And most of my
professors watched my film, especially my thesis professors Stephanie and Peter. Some of
the audience praised my work for the beautiful scenes, some of them pointed out some
small deficiencies in the work. For example, one professor mentioned that my camera
angles and layouts in some shots were a mess. I really valued his opinion because it was
an important problem I needed to improve on in the future. For the others in the audience,
they said they felt moved by my film, especially women. I was so encouraged that I felt
my whole three years of studying animation in America ended in a great success. The most
important thing was that the audience understood what I was trying to express in Another
You.
To my surprise, this animation was selected to be in the 2019 SOFA Honors Show, which
was the best gift I could have imagined at the end of my time at RIT.

I believe the screening was a perfect end of my animation study, but also the beginning of
my animation career, as well. I will never forget the screening day. It will always be an
inspiration to me to always strive to better myself as an animation artist.
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Conclusion
When I was trying to write a conclusion for this paper, some memories came into my mind.
I still remember I have two goals for my film. The first one is making a high-quality film.
The second one is expressing my idea to the audience clearly.
As to quality, I've tried to use different art styles in this film but I also needed to think about
the feasibility. Because it is a 2D animation, if the pre-design is terrible, it will bring a lot
of trouble to the production procession, so I must consider all aspects of design. The most
significant difficulty I met during this period may have been the acting. It is difficult to
convey the appropriate mood to the audience if the actions of the character are not in place.
I know I need to practice more to be a competent animator and storyteller. I hope that I can
make more progress in this area in the future.
An attractive animated short film does not only needs to look well-designed but it also
needs to tell a good story. My movie was talking about a woman's choice. I didn't want to
lead the audience to think that a woman have a seemingly perfect family, meant that she
would have a happy life. I also didn't want the audience to believe that a woman who has
a successful career is automatically happy. I wanted to the point out that no matter what
kind of life you choose, happiness and pain always go hand in hand. Sometimes, trying to
get something means paying part of the price.
Finally, I like using animation as an artistic form of expression because it tells a story
vividly. For me, the process of making an animated short is like a process of asking a
question and solving a problem. I enjoy this process and I also hope that I can go further
on this path of animation.
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Appendix
Original Proposal

GAP
(Working title)
2D Experimental Animation
Yiran Qiao

Thesis Proposal
For MFA in Film and Animation
School of Film and Animation
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York
March 2018
Approved for Submission by:
_____________________________
Professor Stephanie Maxwell, Thesis Chair

Logline
A mother wants to have a talk with her family at dinner, but it seems like everyone has their
own troubles on their mind.

Rationale
My film mainly deals with people’s boundaries in relationships. I’ll focus on intimate
relationships because I found that people have certain boundaries when they are interacting
with others who are close to them. Even though people like parents, couples or friends,
may seem close there are boundaries that are still there. There are some areas in one’s life
where no one can step into, and you are alone.
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Each person has various roles in society. For example, a person who is the father in a family
can also be an employee in a company. And, different people play different kinds roles in
their lives. These roles may exist with different pressures or troubles. Sometimes you may
not want to share your troubles or feelings with others, even with those you are closest with
because you think they won’t understand you. Then, the emotional distance grow if a
person wants to care about you is rejected by you. This person can feel isolated. It’s
important for people to learn how to care for others without stepping over their personal
boundaries and how to maintain an intimate relationship in a comfortable manner. This is
the major theme of my film. It is my hope that this work will evoke thoughts in the audience
about their own personal relationships.

Treatment
It’s a quiet night and the Smith family are sitting around the dinner table. The soft lighting
makes everything look so peaceful and relaxed. No one is talking. Mother raises from her
chair and begins to busily serve her Husband and Daughter, but they do not notice her. The
Daughter is busy on her phone writing text massages to her Boyfriend, while Father is
deeply engrossed in reading a newspaper.
After Mother sits down and makes an attempt to communicate with her Daughter and her
Husband and fails, she looks around at her family and studies their distractions. After a few
moments, her Husband moves his eyes from the newspaper and begins to gaze at the ceiling.
In his mind, his office boss at work is telling him off for the mistakes he has made on
paperwork. These visions turn into abstractions where his boss forms angular, moving
geometries that rush at him and violently attack and injure him and then penetrate his head
and take control of his body and makes him perform like a puppet with strings. The father
tries to wrestle free and regain control of himself, but the more he struggles the more he
can’t breathe and is suffocating. The Father’s office environment around him begins to
close in on him, shrinking the office and collapsing it into a box in black space.
Mother turns her head to look at her Daughter, who is pretending to eat her dinner, but is
really focused on her cell phone and sending messages to the Boyfriend who is not replying.
The Daughter’s stops eating and she gazes fixatedly at her phone. Suddenly, she is sucked
into the phone screen. Now, she is with her Boyfriend and they are hugging and kissing
each other and they turn into two fish swimming freely and they begin to enfold themselves
in the vast watery environment. They become colorful, vibrant abstractions that are fluid
and amorphous and grow into each other into an ever-changing shape. Then, abruptly, a
dark hole opens up inside of the shape and the Boyfriend begins to reform his physical
body and attempts to pull away from the shape. But, the shape clings to him with its liquid
tendrils and pulls him back in. The shape moves lifelessly, but then violently reforms into
a series of changing shapes until the Boyfriend explodes out of the shape and desperately
swims away. The remnants of the shape disappear into the watery environment.
At the dining table, Mother pours hot tea into her Daughter’s teacup. The Daughter returns
from inside her phone. She places her phone up-side-down on the table and stares blankly
at the teacup. Water begins to fill the whole room. Everything begins to float, but then
submerges into the water. Husband and Daughter are sinking passively and disappear.
Mother desperately trashes her arms to stay afloat. The dinner table drifts on the surface of
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the water and Mother climbs onto it and everything changes to winter and the table
becomes a gigantic iceberg. An enormous whale appears and repeatedly swims in a circle
beneath the iceberg. Mother is on top of the iceberg in the freezing wind. She looks all
around and sees nothing but ice and ocean. She cries out desperately for Daughter and
Husband. Her cries become whale cries, but as they become louder and louder they are
drowned out by the growing wind and the cracking of ice around her.
Underneath in the freezing water, the bodies of Daughter and Husband reappear. They are
encased in large chunks of ice and are lifeless. As Mother’s sounds grow louder and louder,
the whale moves to the Daughter and smashes the ice encasing her. Daughter immediately
becomes active and swims upward to the surface and climbs onto the iceberg. The whale
swims to Husband and pushes his ice encasement powerfully to the surface and onto the
ice where it breaks apart and releases Husband. The Mother calls down to them (desparate
whale calls) from the top of the iceberg. The Daughter and Husband reunite and begin their
ascent towards Mother. The iceberg starts breaking apart as the calls of the Mother start to
fade. The Daughter and Husband make it to the top of the iceberg and search for Mother.
They find her silent and helpless and sitting on an ice ledge looking downwards into a large
ice crevice. They run to her and each one places an arm around Mother’s body. The whale
in the water below the iceberg swims away.
In the dining room, Daughter and Husband have their arms around Mother who sitting at
the table and is staring downwards and unaware of her family at her side. Slowly, she
becomes conscious of their presence and looks at each of them. The three hug each other
tightly.

Vision
As of now, I believe this animation will be completed utilizing After Effects and/or TV
paint. Cinema 4D might be used as some special shots. I will use some traditional animation
style combined with some graphic design. I will show two worlds in my film. The one is
reality, which represents the real world. I will mainly focus on the character performance
in this world. The other world is a surreal, mental world where abstraction takes place. The
abstract graphics are meant to represent the internal worlds of the characters.

Reference Visuals
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Thesis Production Budget
Cost
WORK STATION
New Computer

$2000

Drawing Supplies (pencils, animation
paper, erasers)

$100

SOFTWARE
Storyboard Pro (use on own
computer):

$90
($15/month for 6 months)

SOUND

Sound Effects

$100

Composer's Compensation

$300

Sound Design

$200

RELEASE
Festival Fees

$300

Print for Promotional (Posters,
cards, character drawings, etc.)

$200

TOTAL:

$3,290
Thesis Timeline

SUMMER 2018
Development:
•

Find art style

•

Complete character design

•

Mood board
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•

Concept designs

•

Storyboard

FALL 2018
Week 1: Model sheets
Week 2-5:

Background/layouts/color script/animatic

Week 6:

Production management: shot list, contact with composer and voice actor

Week 7-12: Keys (rough), some After effects shots
Thanksgiving Break: In-betweens (rough)
Winter break
SPRING 2019
Week 1-6:

Clean line and color all animated shots

Week 7:

Compositing with music (rough)

Week 8-9:

Post production

Week 10:

Test/render

Week 11-14: Fixing some problems
Week 15:

Screen!!!
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Images From Another You
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Storyboard:
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